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Addressing An  
Envelope 

The United States Postal Service (U.S.P.S) prefers The United States Postal Service (U.S.P.S) prefers The United States Postal Service (U.S.P.S) prefers The United States Postal Service (U.S.P.S) prefers 
that you: that you: that you: that you:     

    
• put the recipient’s address and your return address 

on the same side of the envelope 
• put the recipient’s address in the center and your 

return address in the upper-left corner 
• type or use a pen to address the envelope (do not 

use a pencil) 
• put the stamp in the upper-right corner 
• use standard abbreviations for streets (ST, BLVD, 

RD, etc.)  
• use standard abbreviations for states 



Addressing An Envelope 

Practice filling out the envelope                    
below using your school’s address 
as the recipient’s address and your 
own address as the return address! 



Addressing An Envelope 

Fill out the two envelopes above using the following recipient addresses.  Use your own 
address as the return address. 
 
Mr. and Mrs. Brown, 5278 Woodbridge Avenue, Fun City, Michigan 04521 
 
Jaden Peterson, 456 S. Deer Street, Petersburg, Nebraska 84599 



Addressing An Envelope 

Fill out the two envelopes above using the following recipient addresses.  Use your own 
address as the return address.  Remember to add capital letters and commas where 
they are needed! 
 
mattie smith   4976 n 8th street  aurora california 90742 
 
mr and mrs howard 9786 w broadway avenue york    idaho      83241 



Addressing An Envelope 

Cut out this envelope following the outside lines.  Fold the star flap and  put glue where 
directed.  Fold the smiley face flaps inwards. 
 

Address this envelope to a friend in your class (you may need to ask them for their                  
address).  Write this friend a quick  note letting them know three thing you admire about 
them.  Put the note in the envelope and deliver!  (Don’t forget to illustrate the stamp and 
write your return address!) 
 
 



Addressing An Envelope 
Use a phone book to find three people you know.  Address the following envelopes to                  

them.  Use your return address!  Don’t forget to illustrate your stamp! 
 
 



What in  the world is a zip code? 
Zip codes tell the post office where to deliver the mail!  Each area of the United States is 

given a zip code.  This map shows where you can find zip codes based on the first two 
numbers.  

 
What is your zip code?  __________________________ 

 
Put an ‘X’ on the area where your zip code can be found on the map below. 

 

1) Sydney has a zip code of 75841.  Which state does she live in?   
 
 
2) Mason’s new pen pal has a zip code of 90254.  Which state does his new 

pen pal live in? 
 
 
3) Haylee lives in Alaska.  What digits can her zip code start with 
 
 
4) Preston has a zip code of 68654.  What state does he live in? 
 
 
5) Abby’s grandparents are moving to Florida.  What digits can their new zip 

code start with? 
 
 



Addressing An Envelope 
Answer the questions below using this diagram to help! 

 
 

1)  Where would you 
write the recipient’s 
first and last name? 

2) Where would you put 
the postage stamp? 

 

3) Where would you put 
your return street                   
address? 

 

4) Where you put the                 
recipient’s state? 

 

5) Where would you put 
your first and last 
name? 

 

A 

C 

G 

F E 

D 

B 

6) Where would you put 
the recipient’s street 
address? 

 

7) Where would you put 
your zip code? 

 

8) Where would you put 
your city? 

 

9) Where would you put 
the recipient’s zip 
code? 

 

10)Where would you put 
the recipient’s state? 

 



Getting to Know Your Stamps 

When you mail an envelope, you use a 
First Class Mail Stamp.   
 

This stamp is currently worth ______ ¢. 
 

The prices of stamps change every so                                       
often.  You can buy a Forever Stamp  
that you can use even when the price of  
the stamp changes. 
 

This stamp is currently worth ______ ¢. 

When you mail a postcard, you use a  
First Class Postcard Stamp. 
 

This stamp is currently worth ______ ¢. 
 

 
Fill in the correct price for each stamp 

and creatively illustrate the stamp! 
 



Mailing a Letter 

Before a letter is delivered, the stamp will be cancelled by the post office. 
This is an example of a cancellation mark, however there are many other 

types. 

 

 

 

Stamps are cancelled so that they cannot be used again. 
 

This letter was mailed from Omaha, 
Nebraska.  Here is what the                      

concellation  mark might look like. 
 

 
 
 

Callie Johnson 
7653 Dodge Street 
Omaha, NE  68114 

Tom Johnson 
84213 O Street 
Lincoln, NE  68504 

Pretend you are going to mail the 
letter below to your teacher.                    

Address the envelope to your 
teacher and write your return                  
address.  Illustrate the stamp.  

Then with a marker, draw a                      
cancellation mark from the post       

office your letter would go 
through. 



Knowing My State                
Abbreviations 

We can abbrivate the state when we are addressing an envelope.  
If we don’t put the correct abbreviation, our mail carrier will be 
very confused.  Write the correct abbreviation for each state 

above! 


